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The Body Has a Mind of Its Own Jul 21 2021 In this compelling, cutting-edge book, two generations of
science writers explore the exciting science of “body maps” in the brain–and how startling new
discoveries about the mind-body connection can change and improve our lives. Why do you still feel
fat after losing weight? What makes video games so addictive? How can “practicing” your favorite
sport in your imagination improve your game? The answers can be found in body maps. Just as road
maps represent interconnections across the landscape, your many body maps represent all aspects of
your bodily self, inside and out. In concert, they create your physical and emotional awareness and
your sense of being a whole, feeling self in a larger social world. Moreover, your body maps are
profoundly elastic. Your self doesn’t begin and end with your physical body but extends into the space

around you. This space morphs every time you put on or take off clothes, ride a bike, or wield a tool.
When you drive a car, your personal body space grows to envelop it. When you play a video game,
your body maps automatically track and emulate the actions of your character onscreen. When you
watch a scary movie, your body maps put dread in your stomach and send chills down your spine. If
your body maps fall out of sync, you may have an out-of-body experience or see auras around other
people. The Body Has a Mind of Its Own explains how you can tap into the power of body maps to do
almost anything better–whether it is playing tennis, strumming a guitar, riding a horse, dancing a
waltz, empathizing with a friend, raising children, or coping with stress. The story of body maps goes
even further, providing a fresh look at the causes of anorexia, bulimia, obsessive plastic surgery, and
the notorious golfer’s curse “the yips.” It lends insights into culture, language, music, parenting,
emotions, chronic pain, and more. Filled with illustrations, wonderful anecdotes, and even parlor tricks
that you can use to reconfigure your body sense, The Body Has a Mind of Its Own will change the way
you think–about the way you think. “The Blakeslees have taken the latest and most exciting finds from
brain research and have made them accessible. This is how science writing should always be.”
–Michael S. Gazzaniga, Ph.D., author of The Ethical Brain “Through a stream of fascinating and
entertaining examples, Sandra Blakeslee and Matthew Blakeslee illustrate how our perception of
ourselves, and indeed the world, is not fixed but is surprisingly fluid and easily modified. They have
created the best book ever written about how our sense of ‘self’ emerges from the motley collection of
neurons we call the brain.” –Jeff Hawkins, co-author of On Intelligence “The Blakeslees have taken
the latest and most exciting finds from brain research and have made them accessible. This is how
science writing should always be.” –Michael S. Gazzaniga, Ph.D., author of The Ethical Brain “A
marvelous book. In the last ten years there has been a paradigm shift in understanding the brain and

how its various specialized regions respond to environmental challenges. In addition to providing a
brilliant overview of recent revolutionary discoveries on body image and brain plasticity, the book is
sprinkled with numerous insights.” –V. S. Ramachandran, M.D., director, Center for Brain and
Cognition, University of California, San Diego
The Body Image Book for Girls Feb 13 2021 It is worrying to think that most girls feel dissatisfied
with their bodies, and that this can lead to serious problems including depression and eating disorders.
Can some of those body image worries be eased? Body image expert and psychology professor Dr
Charlotte Markey helps girls aged 9-15 to understand, accept, and appreciate their bodies. She
provides all the facts on puberty, mental health, self-care, why diets are bad news, dealing with social
media, and everything in-between. Girls will find answers to questions they always wanted to ask, the
truth behind many body image myths, and real-life stories from girls who share their own experiences.
Through this easy-to-read and beautifully illustrated guide, Dr Markey teaches girls how to nurture
both mental and physical health to improve their own body image, shows the positive impact they can
have on others, and enables them to go out into the world feeling fearless!
50 Body Questions Jul 09 2020 Looks at how the human body works, answering fifty questions on
such topics as digestion, blood, bones and muscles, the immune system, senses, the brain, and the
nervous system.
Shhhh ... Apr 29 2022 Discusses the sense of hearing and how it affects the body. The banging of
drums bounces around your head, but how do you really hear them? Listen up to learn what happens to
sound once it reaches your ear.
The Sense of Sight Mar 29 2022 Describes the relationship of light and vision, how people see,
eyeglasses, blindness, and protecting sight.

Body Sense May 19 2021
The Body in Pain Jul 29 2019 Discusses the inexpressibility of physical pain and analyzes the
philosophical and cultural aspects of pain, torture, and war
Your Body Knows the Answer Mar 17 2021 A manual for Mindful Focusing, a new integration of
Eastern and Western techniques for accessing your inherent wisdom.Ever come up against one of those
moments when life requires a response—and you feel clueless? We all have. But there’s good news:
you have all the wisdom you need to respond to any situation, even the "impossible" ones. It’s a matter
of tuning in to your felt sense: that subtle physical sensation that lives somewhere between your
conscious and subconscious mind and that can be accessed through Focusing, the well-known method
developed by the psychologist Eugene Gendlin. David Rome’s technique of Mindful Focusing unites
Gendlin’s method with Buddhist mindfulness practices to provide a wonderfully effective method for
accessing your inherent answer to any question—and for responding honestly and creatively to the
world around you.
Come to Your Senses Feb 25 2022 In this newly revised edition of the award-winning Come to Your
Senses: Demystifying the Mind-Body Connection, Dr. Stanley Block offers his Ten-Day Plan to
optimize your life -- a breakthrough program that has helped people all over the world heal from posttraumatic stress syndrome, combat trauma, substance abuse, mental illness, pain, and depression. The
easy-to-apply method uses Identity System "resting" techniques that enable you to recognize and
defuse the self-defeating mental tug-of-war that exists in all of us. Learn how stress, fear, and thought
activate the sympathetic nervous system with increased tension, pain, insomnia, anxiety, and
depressive symptoms. By literally "coming to your senses" of taste, touch, smell, sight, and sound, you
begin to control negative responses, free yourself from a paralyzed state of mind, and live a happy,

balanced life. The response is amazing because the results are immediate -- ten days is all it takes -Dr. Block's techniques take no time out of a busy schedule, they are simply incorporated into whatever
activity you are engaged. Bridging the Identity System empowers you to work from your own strength
and wisdom to deal with situations that arise in your life.
Restorative Embodiment and Resilience Jan 15 2021 An expanded take on traditional Embodied
Self-Awareness therapy, ideal for practitioners in all areas of body-focused work, including yoga,
meditation, and somatic psychotherapy Embodied Self-Awareness (ESA) is a somatic approach to
treat trauma and other mental health concerns by helping people connect directly to thoughts,
sensations, and emotions as they arise within the body. Here, psychologist Alan Fogel introduces
Restorative ESA, an expansion of traditional ESA that incorporates three new and unique ESA states:
Restorative, Modulated, and Dysregulated. Using a research-backed approach, Fogel explains their
underlying neuroscience with concrete examples to illustrate how these states impact our personal and
professional lives. Fogel shows that wellness is more than the ability to moderate one’s inner state by
regulating and tolerating emotions. By shi ing from states of doing to allowing, from activation to
receptivity, and from thinking to felt experience, we can access the expansive power of the restorative
state and heal the body, mind, and spirit.
Eye Color Jan 03 2020 Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and text
highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience! What color are your eyes? Brown is the most
common color. But some people have blue, green, gray, hazel, or amber eyes. What determines your
eye color? Read this book to find out about how your genes affect your physical features.
Renoir Nov 24 2021 A revelatory and wide-ranging exploration of Renoir's extraordinary depictions
of the nude and their important artistic legacy Best known as part of the influential vanguard of

Impressionist artists that experimented with new painting techniques in the late 19th century, PierreAuguste Renoir (1841-1919) was deeply inspired by classical traditions and returned again and again
to the canonical subject of the nude. Tracing the entire arc of Renoir's career, this volume examines the
different approaches the artist employed in his various depictions of the subject--from his works that
respond to Gustave Courbet, Édouard Manet, Edgar Degas, and Paul Cézanne, to his late, and still
controversial, depictions of bathers that inspired the next generation of artists. Eminent scholars not
only look at the different ways that Renoir used the nude as a means of personal expression but also
analyze Renoir's art in terms of a modern feminist critique of the male gaze. Offering the first-ever
comprehensive investigation of Renoir's nudes, this beautifully illustrated study includes
approximately 50 works, including paintings, pastels, drawings, and sculptures. The book also features
an interview with the contemporary figurative painter Lisa Yuskavage that considers Renoir's
continuing influence and the historical significance of the female nude in art.
The Body Senses and Perceptual Deficit May 07 2020
Body Sense: The Science and Practice of Embodied Self-Awareness (Norton Series on
Interpersonal Neurobiology) Aug 22 2021 The science and practice of feeling our movements,
sensations, and emotions. When we are first born, before we can speak or use language to express
ourselves, we use our physical sensations, our “body sense,” to guide us toward what makes us feel
safe and fulfilled and away from what makes us feel bad. As we develop into adults, it becomes easy
to lose touch with these crucial mind-body communication channels, but they are essential to our
ability to navigate social interactions and deal with psychological stress, physical injury, and trauma.
Combining a ground-up explanation of the anatomical and neurological sources of embodied selfawareness with practical exercises in touch and movement, Body Sense provides therapists and their

clients with the tools to attain mind-body equilibrium and cultivate healthy body sense throughout their
lives.
The Psychophysiology of Self-awareness Jun 07 2020 The practice and science of feeling our
movements, sensations, and emotions. Embodied self-awareness is the practice and science of our
ability to feel our movements, sensations, and emotions. As infants, before we can speak or
conceptualize, we learn to move toward what makes us feel good and away from what makes us feel
bad. Our ability to continue to develop and cultivate awareness of such body-based feelings and
understanding is essential for learning how to successfully navigate in the physical and social world, as
well as for avoiding injury and stress. Embodied self-awareness is made possible by neuromotor and
neurohormonal pathways between the brain and the rest of the body, pathways that serve the function
of using information about body state to maintain optimal health and well being. When these pathways
become compromised, primarily as a result of physical injury or psychological stress and trauma, we
lose our ability to monitor and regulate our basic body functions. This book explains the neurological
basis of embodied self-awareness, how to enhance self-awareness, and how to regain it after injury or
trauma.
The Nervous System and Sense Organs Jan 27 2022 Examines the role and function of the nervous
system, including the brain, spinal cord, and nerves.
The Sense of Hearing Feb 02 2020 Describes the role hearing plays in human life, how sound works,
how people and animals hear, hearing loss, and protecting hearing.
Body Detectives May 31 2022 Explains how each of the senses provides the brain with different kinds
of information about the surrounding world, and tells how they work
Through the Prism of the Senses Sep 30 2019

Love Your Body Dec 14 2020 What if every young girl loved her body? Love Your Body encourages
you to admire and celebrate your body for all the amazing things it can do (like laugh, cry, hug, and
feel) and to help you see that you are so much more than your body. Bodies come in all different forms
and abilities. All these bodies are different and all these bodies are good bodies. There is no size,
ability, or color that is perfect. What makes you different makes you, you--and you are amazing! Love
Your Body introduces the language of self-love and self-care to help build resilience, while
representing and celebrating diverse bodies, encouraging you to appreciate your uniqueness. This book
was written for every girl, regardless of how you view your body. All girls deserve to be equipped with
the tools to navigate an image-obsessed world. Freedom is loving your body with all its
"imperfections" and being the perfectly imperfect you!
Great Science Adventures Discovering the Human Body And Senses Aug 10 2020
Yum! Dec 26 2021 Discusses the sense of taste and how it affects the body.
Sense in Translation Jun 19 2021 This innovative and interdisciplinary work brings together six
essays which explore the complex relationship between linguistic translation and spatial translation
and argue for an understanding of linguistic translation as an embodied phenomenon. Integrating
perspectives from philosophy, multilingual poetry and literature, as well as science and geometry, the
book begins with a reading of translators Donald A. Landes’ and Richard Howard’s own notes on the
translation and interpretation of the French words sens and langue. In the essays that follow,
Rabourdin intertwines insights from both phenomenology and translation studies, engaging in notions
of space, body, sense, and language as filtered through a multilingual lens and drawing on a diversity
of sources, including work from such figures as Jacques Derrida, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Henri
Poincaré, Michel Butor, Caroline Bergvall, Jean-Jacques Lecercle, Louis Wolfson and Lisa Robertson.

This interdisciplinary thematic perspective highlights the need for an understanding of the experience
of translation as neither distinctly linguistic or spatial but one which fluidly allows for the bilingual
body to sense and make sense. This book offers a unique contribution to translation studies,
comparative literature, French studies, and philosophy of language and will be of particular interest to
students and scholars in these fields.
Body Sense: The Science and Practice of Embodied Self-Awareness (Norton Series on
Interpersonal Neurobiology) Nov 05 2022 The science and practice of feeling our movements,
sensations, and emotions. When we are first born, before we can speak or use language to express
ourselves, we use our physical sensations, our “body sense,” to guide us toward what makes us feel
safe and fulfilled and away from what makes us feel bad. As we develop into adults, it becomes easy
to lose touch with these crucial mind-body communication channels, but they are essential to our
ability to navigate social interactions and deal with psychological stress, physical injury, and trauma.
Combining a ground-up explanation of the anatomical and neurological sources of embodied selfawareness with practical exercises in touch and movement, Body Sense provides therapists and their
clients with the tools to attain mind-body equilibrium and cultivate healthy body sense throughout their
lives.
The Body Keeps the Score Nov 12 2020 An expert on traumatic stress outlines an approach to healing,
explaining how traumatic stress affects brain processes and how to use innovative treatments to
reactivate the mind's abilities to trust, engage others, and experience pleasure-Liver:A Graphic Novel Tour Oct 31 2019 Ms. Hansen and the Explorers are very interested in
learning--they want to know everything they can about the human body. But they aren't alone! The
Zelmans, Xeni and Zeno, have come from their planet to learn about Earth's beings too! They travel

into the liver's lobes to learn how the liver works to help digestion and filter out poisons from the
blood. Come along as the Explorers and their favorite guests tour the human liver. Graphic Planet is an
imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO Publishing Group. Grades 3-6.
Fat Chance, Charlie Vega Apr 05 2020 Coming of age as a Fat brown girl in a white Connecticut
suburb is hard. Harder when your whole life is on fire, though. A New England Book Award Winner!
Charlie Vega is a lot of things. Smart. Funny. Artistic. Ambitious. Fat. People sometimes have a
problem with that last one. Especially her mom. Charlie wants a good relationship with her body, but
it's hard, and her mom leaving a billion weight loss shakes on her dresser doesn't help. The world and
everyone in it have ideas about what she should look like: thinner, lighter, slimmer-faced, straighterhaired. Be smaller. Be whiter. Be quieter. But there's one person who's always in Charlie's corner: her
best friend Amelia. Slim. Popular. Athletic. Totally dope. So when Charlie starts a tentative
relationship with cute classmate Brian, the first worthwhile guy to notice her, everything is perfect
until she learns one thing--he asked Amelia out first. So is she his second choice or what? Does he
even really see her? Because it's time people did. A sensitive, funny, and painfully honest coming-ofage story with a wry voice and tons of chisme, Fat Chance, Charlie Vega tackles our relationships to
our parents, our bodies, our cultures, and ourselves. An NPR Best Book of the Year An Amazon Best
Children’s Book of the Year A POPSUGAR Best New Young Adult Novel A Cosmopolitan Best New
Book A Bustle Most Anticipated Debut A Forbes Most Notable Young Adult Book A YALSA Best
Fiction for Young Adults Nominee A Latinxs in Publishing Best Books of the Year A Kirkus Reviews
Best Young Adult Book of the Year A Business Insider Best Young Adult Romance Book
A Little Manual for Knowing Jun 27 2019 In refreshing challenge to the common presumption that
knowing involves amassing information, this book offers an eight-step approach that begins with love

and pledge and ends with communion and shalom. Everyday adventures of knowing turn on a moment
of insight that transforms and connects knower and known. No matter the field--science or art,
business or theology, counseling or athletics--this little manual offers a how-to for knowing ventures.
It offers concrete guidance to individuals or teams, students or professionals, along with plenty of
exercises to spark the process of discovery, design, artistry, or mission.
Body Sense, Body Nonsense Sep 03 2022 Investigates the sense and nonsense in twenty-two familiar
sayings about the body, such as "An apple a day keeps the doctor away."
BodySense Jul 01 2022 This innovative book combines the mind-body principles of the Alexander
Technique with thorough riding instruction to help riders improve their skills on horseback.
Consciousness and the World Sep 10 2020 Brian O'Shaughnessy presents a theory of consciousness,
one of the most fascinating but puzzling aspects of human existence. He investigates what
consciousness is and how it engages, through perception, with the world.
The Wiley Blackwell Handbook of Mindfulness Dec 02 2019 The Wiley Blackwell Handbook of
Mindfulness brings together the latest multi-disciplinary research on mindfulness from a group of
international scholars: Examines the origins and key theories of the two dominant Western approaches
to mindfulness Compares, contrasts, and integrates insights from the social psychological and Easternderived perspectives Discusses the implications for mindfulness across a range of fields, including
consciousness and cognition, education, creativity, leadership and organizational behavior, law,
medical practice and therapy, well-being, and sports 2 Volumes
Sensuous Geographies Oct 04 2022 The contemporary challenge of postmodernity draws our
attention to the nature of reality and the ways in which experience is constructed. Sensuous
Geographies explores our immediate sensuous experience of the world. Touch, smell, hearing and

sight - the four senses chiefly relevant to geographical experience - both receive and structure
information. The process is mediated by historical, cultural and technological factors. Issues of
definition are illustrated through a variety of sensuous geographies. Focusing on postmodern concerns
with representation, the book brings insights from individual perceptions and cultural observations to
an analysis of the senses, challenging us to reconsider the role of the sensuous as not merely the
physical basis of understanding but as an integral part of the cultural definition of geographical
knowledge.
The Senses Aug 02 2022 Gain a better understanding of how your senses function and how sense
organs act as physical links between your brain and the environment.
Sniff, Sniff Oct 24 2021 Introduces the sense of smell and looks at how the nose work as a sense
organ.
Jane Austen and the Body Sep 22 2021 Jane Austen has been thought of as a novelist of manners
whose work discreetly avoids discussing the physical. John Wiltshire shows, on the contrary, how
important are bodies and faces, illness and health, in the novels, from complainers and invalids such as
Mrs. Bennet and Mr. Woodhouse, to the frail, debilitated Fanny Price, the vulnerable Jane Fairfax and
the "picture of health," Emma. The book draws on modern theories of the body, and on eighteenthcentury medical sources, to give a fresh and controversial reading of familiar texts.
Coming to Our Senses Mar 05 2020 An ambitious and provocative analysis of the relationship between
culture, mind, and body in the history of Western society, Morris Berman's influential classic Coming
to our Senses has been engrossing audiences with its carefully-researched and thoughtful exploration
of somatic experience for decades. Finally back in print for a new generation of readers, Berman's
treatise on the West's historic denial of physicality is relevant as ever in a society increasingly plagued

by addiction, depression, and distraction. Berman deftly weaves threads of history, philosophy, and
psychoanalysis into an elegant and accessible argument about the ways our physical experience of the
world relates to the culture in which we exist. To make his case, Berman draws on studies of infant
behavior with mirrors; analyzes symbolic expressions of human-animal relationships ranging from
cave-wall etchings to Disney cartoons; investigates esoteric breathing techniques and occult rituals;
and examines the nature of creativity. Berman also illuminates Christianity's origins in early Jewish
meditation techniques, explains how the notion of romantic love evolved out of medieval Christian
heresy, how modern science grew out of Renaissance mysticism, and how Nazism was the most recent
episode in a recurring cycle of orthodoxy and heresy. A demanding and radical work of history, social
criticism, and philosophy, Coming to our Senses is a beautifully-written and vastly important book.
Readers interested in related titles from Morris Berman will also want to see: Are We There Yet
(ISBN: 9781635610567), Spinning Straw Into Gold (ISBN: 9781635610536).
Body and Time Oct 12 2020 Body and Time is an innovative and concise survey of penetrating
essays, conceptualizing the body as a physiological system embedded in a social network. In its
complex and multilayered structure, it is aligned to and overlaps with other related functions.
Contributors to this publication are members of the International Sociological Association Research
Committee 54 – ‘The Body in the Social Sciences’, and their contributions specifically refer to the
RC54 Mid-Term Conference – ‘The Mobile Interface and Social Change’, held at ‘Sapienza’,
University of Rome, 6 December, 2012. What distinguishes the architecture of the book is that,
collectively, it constitutes a challenge to the digital media paradigm in which the body is treated
simply as a two dimensional icon of space and time; a relatively ‘free form’ with all kinds of narratives
generated by the multimedia. Order in sequence should, indeed, be the key phrase incorporating four

incisive problems dealt with in the thirteen chapters forming the ‘body’ of the book: identity,
temporality, hierarchy and territoriality. In short, the volume demonstrates how fundamentally
different ways of experiencing time are also determined by the differing cultural use of bodily rhythms
– a ‘two-sided narration’ namely, of space and time. Central to the understanding of this
interdependence is the study of interpersonal synchronization – increasing knowledge through the
investigation of how rhythm, music, chants, dance, prayer and other harmonizing practices support
social integration. This book will attract wide interest, especially from students, researchers and
academics in the social sciences, neurosociology, digital studies and further afield.
Brain, Self and Consciousness Apr 17 2021 This book discusses consciousness from the perspectives
of neuroscience, neuropsychiatry and philosophy. It develops a novel approach in consciousness
studies by charting the pathways in which the brain challenges the self and the self challenges the
brain. The author argues that the central issue in brain studies is to explain the unity, continuity, and
adherence of experience, whether it is sensory or mental awareness, phenomenal- or selfconsciousness. To address such a unity is to understand mutual challenges that the brain and the self
pose for each other. The fascinating discussions that this book presents are: How do the brain and self
create the conspiracy of experience where the physicality of the brain is lost in the subjectivity of the
self?
Discovering the Brain Aug 29 2019 The brain ... There is no other part of the human anatomy that is
so intriguing. How does it develop and function and why does it sometimes, tragically, degenerate?
The answers are complex. In Discovering the Brain, science writer Sandra Ackerman cuts through the
complexity to bring this vital topic to the public. The 1990s were declared the "Decade of the Brain"
by former President Bush, and the neuroscience community responded with a host of new

investigations and conferences. Discovering the Brain is based on the Institute of Medicine conference,
Decade of the Brain: Frontiers in Neuroscience and Brain Research. Discovering the Brain is a "field
guide" to the brainâ€"an easy-to-read discussion of the brain's physical structure and where functions
such as language and music appreciation lie. Ackerman examines: How electrical and chemical signals
are conveyed in the brain. The mechanisms by which we see, hear, think, and pay attentionâ€"and how
a "gut feeling" actually originates in the brain. Learning and memory retention, including parallels to
computer memory and what they might tell us about our own mental capacity. Development of the
brain throughout the life span, with a look at the aging brain. Ackerman provides an enlightening
chapter on the connection between the brain's physical condition and various mental disorders and
notes what progress can realistically be made toward the prevention and treatment of stroke and other
ailments. Finally, she explores the potential for major advances during the "Decade of the Brain," with
a look at medical imaging techniquesâ€"what various technologies can and cannot tell usâ€"and how
the public and private sectors can contribute to continued advances in neuroscience. This highly
readable volume will provide the public and policymakersâ€"and many scientists as wellâ€"with a
helpful guide to understanding the many discoveries that are sure to be announced throughout the
"Decade of the Brain."
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